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What is AMH?
AMH is a hormone with two main functions in the human body. It has different effects in humans depending on
gender and age.

a) Parameter of oocyte functional reserve in women
The hormone AMH is produced by cells from the small follicles in a woman’s ovaries and is used as a marker of oocyte quantity.
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Fig.1: The follicles contain the egg cells and produce AMH, that has a role in egg maturation and release

b) Sexual differentiation in the embryo
In the male embryo the developing testes produce AMH causing regression of the Müllerian ducts, and thus AMH plays a
major role in the development of internal male genitalia. On the other hand, the female embryo does not produce AMH.
As a result of the absence of AMH, the Müllerian ducts develop into female internal sex organs.
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Fig. 2: Sexual differentiation depending on AMH (adapted from Silva M.S.B.)1

Why testing for AMH?
The hormone AMH is an ideal fertility biomarker in women and may also be used in the diagnosis of disorders of sex
development (DSD) in children.

Assessment of the ovarian function and menopausal status
The AMH level in the blood indicates the number of eggs in the ovaries. The higher the AMH concentration, the greater the
number of eggs. This makes AMH an ideal biomarker that may be used by fertility doctors to assess a woman’s ovarian reserve or egg count.
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Fig. 3: AMH is produced by the follicles and represents the remaining oocyte reserve in the ovaries.

In addition, serum levels of AMH may be a novel marker, supporting doctors in the proper assessment of ovarian aging at an
early stage. It seems crucial for counseling patients about their chances for pregnancy, either spontaneously or during fertility
therapy.2 Throughout life, the stock of primordial follicles in the ovaries decreases steadily until it is depleted around menopause.3 Higher AMH values usually signify that a woman has a normal ovarian reserve and lower numbers may indicate a
woman with a low or diminished ovarian reserve (DOR).

AMH versus FSH
Another way to measure ovarian reserve is the determination of day-3 follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH).
However, the basal FSH level is influenced by the menstrual cycle, whereas the levels of AMH are fairly constant throughout
this cycle.4 Therefore, unlike FSH, AMH testing can be done on any day of the woman’s cycle. Furthermore, AMH levels decline
with age and become undetectable at least 5 years before menopause. The rise in FSH levels usually occurs later and therefore AMH appears to be a more sensitive indicator of ovarian reserve.5

Assistance in the diagnosis of disorders of sex development in children
Disorders of sex development (DSD) are generally rare conditions. However, laboratory investigations play a key role in the
diagnostic workflow in individuals with suspected DSD.6 Establishing the right diagnosis is essential to counsel on prognosis,
appropriate therapy, and necessary screening for associated comorbidities, and, especially in neonates, on the sex of rearing.
The consensus statement for clinicians suggests AMH, among other parameters, as part of the set of essential diagnosis in
the initial investigations when DSD is suspected.7
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Main indications of AMH HumaCLIA SR
> Aid in the diagnosis of (in-)fertility
> For evaluation of the ovarian function
> For evaluation of the menopausal status
> Assistance in the diagnosis of disorders of
sex development in children

Product and order information

AMH HumaCLIA SR

REF 82150

Content

2 x 50 tests incl. calibrators

Measurement range (displayed) 0.03 - 25 ng/ml

HumaCLIA 150

REF 15910

Random-access chemiluminescence immunoassay system

Analytical measuring interval

0.11 - 25 ng/ml

Sample volume

58 µl

AMH HumaCLIA SR Control

REF 82850

Content

2 levels each with 2 x 2 ml
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